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Best security lock for android phone

Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Buying a new Android phone is an exciting thing. Especially if you're from a phone that's two (or more) years old, there are tons of new features to check out, more performance to enjoy, and probably a new version of Android to familiarize yourself with. It's all right, Dandy, but what should you do with
your now ex-receiver? You could sell it or exchange it for some extra money, but depending on its age and condition, the amount of money you'll get may not be worth going through all of this. There are shops and other establishments that allow you to recycle your phone, but you may not live near one or be ready to give up your old
friend completely. If you don't mind getting a little creative, there are other ways to reuse an Android device so you can continue to use it without adding further to our planet's growing pile of electronic waste. Today I will show you how to turn an old Android phone into a security camera. Seriously! A quick google play store search will
reveal several apps that allow you to do so. I'm going through the setup process and my thoughts on two of the most popular so I can start on my own and give new life to that old Galaxy S9 or Pixel 2. Alfred Camera Source: Joe Maring/Android Central First on the list, we have Alfred. Alfred is one of the most popular security camera
apps with a long shot, with over 10 million downloads and a solid 4.7 star rating on the Google Play Store. This is the app that many people probably by default when looking for a way to turn their Android phone into an improvised camera, and in many ways, Alfred gains that popularity. This is an immensely powerful app with reliable
performance, but before we can go any further, we need to set it up. How to set up the camera and viewer With any security camera app downloaded, you need two phones to complete the system: the old phone to act as a camera and the current/new phone to act as a viewfinder and control panel. It may seem a bit intimidating, but
Alfred guides you pretty well through the setup process. Here's a step-by-step guide that you can follow for both parties. Alfred camera Alfred viewer You can set up the camera or viewfinder in any order, but for Alfred, I decided to set up the camera part first. Here's what it looks like: Open the Alfred app on your phone. Tap Jump in the
upper right corner. Tap Camera. Tap Start! Tap Sign in with Google. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Choose the account you want. Tap Allow account authorization confirmation. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Tap Allow you to allow access to the camera. Allow to allow access to the microphone. Source: Joe Maring/Android
Central With your old phone configured with Alfred as the actual security camera, it's time to set up your current phone to be the viewer. This process is quite similar and and as follows: Open the Alfred app on your phone. Tap Jump in the upper right corner. Tap Viewer. Tap Start! Tap Sign in with Google (since you're already logged in to
the camera, you don't have to re-allow account permissions). Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Getting Alfred set up on your phones is extremely easy, but once you're all right, what's it like to actually use the service? Starting with the camera interface, there are some settings to play with even
though most controls are performed from the viewer's phone. There are three icons at the bottom of the screen, including a settings shortcut, enabling/disabling motion detection, and enabling a power-saving mode. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Settings allow you to set up different elements for your phone's camera, including the
lens you want to record from (rear camera or front camera), audio and focus switches, and whether you want motion detection to stop automatically when the camera is moved. The overall user interface is nice and clean, making it easy to find what you need without needlessly cluttering the screen. Your old phone used as a camera
basically turns into a set-and-forget-it device. You can change its placement at your home whenever you want, but when it comes to controlling what it sees or managing most settings, you do it from the viewer device. From Alfred's home screen on your viewer, you'll see your active cameras listed (mine is moto-g-power) at the top.
Tapping this takes you to a live feed of that camera, along with some useful remote controls. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central You can tap and hold down the microphone button as some sort of walkie-talkie with the camera, allowing you to talk to anyone on the other side. The video button next to this starts recording if something is
happening that you want to capture and save. Tap the arrow icon next to these controls, and you'll find even more features at your disposal. In order from left to right, these include: Change the camera orientation on your phone. Switch from the rear camera to the rear camera. Enable the flash flashing on the camera phone. Turn on a
night vision mode for increased visibility at night. Play a siren sound at maximum volume from the camera phone. If you tap the gear icon towards the upper-left corner of the viewer's home screen (just below the Alfred logo), you'll see the full settings for the new security camera. you can change the name of the camera, add other people
who can manage/view it, configure motion detection settings, set a schedule for when motion detection takes effect, and a lot more. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Free users have access to a lot of Alfred settings and features, but if you want the best experience possible, there's an optional Alfred Premium membership that you can
sign up for. You can pay $4.99/month or $29.99/year for the giving you access to: HD Zoom camera recording Record motion events up to 120 seconds Cloud storage motion detection program for events recorded up to 30 days Ad-free I'd say it's a fair price considering everything that comes with Alfred Premium, and if you're going to
seriously use the service, I recommend you cough up the money. The free version of Alfred is fine and gives you a good taste of what to expect, but without spending money, the quality of the video is ridiculously bad and the ads can be a bit very sometimes. Outside of that, Alfred has been incredibly reliable during my tests, offers timely
notifications when motion is detected on the camera, and provides you with a simple and easy-to-use app to handle everything. I wish the free version wasn't that limited on the video quality side of things, but based on my experience, I would happily pay $30 each year to take full advantage of everything that's on offer here. The gold
standard of security camera apps When it comes to apps that allow you to turn an old phone into a security camera, Alfred is one of the best in the business. It has millions of users, a crazy set of features, and a well-designed mobile app. If you want to get the most out of it, however, you'll have to pay. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central
While Alfred might be the access point for most people, I wanted to see how the app compares to something that's a little less well known. Security Camera CZ is another option I found, arriving with over 100,000 installations and a 4.2 star rating. It does the same general thing as Alfred, though with fewer restrictions and a more
affordable premium membership. How to set up the camera and viewer Just like Alfred, Security Camera CZ requires you to have two devices to work: one that is the security camera and another that is the viewer. The setup is mostly the same, but just to make sure you're all on the same page, here's how to get everything up and
running. Security camera CZ security camera CZ viewer Camera Just like with Alfred, we will start with CZ security camera by setting the phone we use as a security camera. Let's dive! Open the Security Camera CZ app on your phone. Tap Start. Tap Sign in with Google. Choose the account you want to sign in with. Source: Joe Maring /
Android Central Tap Camera. Tap Allow to allow access to your phone's camera. Tap Allow to allow access to your phone's location. Source: Joe Maring /Android Central Tap Allow access to your phone's microphone. Tap the &amp;switch to allow the CZ camera to be displayed on other apps. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Now
that the security camera is for adoption, it's time to complete this equation by configuring security camera CZ on the phone that acts as a viewer. Again, the process is pretty simple. Open the Security Camera CZ app on your phone. Tap Start. Tap Sign in with Google (your account must already be remembered) Tap Monitor. Source: Joe
Maring / / Central Tap Allow to allow access to your phone's memory. Tap Allow to allow access to your phone's microphone. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Now that you have the CZ security camera configured on both your phones, it's time to familiarize yourself with how each component works! Compared to Alfred, the UI for the
camera part of the app is very simple. All you'll see is a switch to turn the camera on/off, and if you tap the Preview button, you can see what the current camera view looks like and get options to change the resolution. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Annnndddd, that's all. You can't change additional settings from the phone that acts
as a camera, which means you'll have to manage everything from the viewer/monitor app. While this makes this side of Security Camera CZ more limited than Alfred, it's not a big deal considering the nature that both your phones play in this setup. Switching to the viewer/monitor phone, this is where security camera CZ shines. The
splash screen is almost identical to Alfred, showing a list of all the active cameras you have. Tap the video icon to watch a live camera feed, or tap the gallery icon to see a list of the movements your camera detects. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central If you tap the gear icon to the right of those two buttons, you'll be taken to all camera
settings. There's a lot to joke about here, with some of the highlights: Zoom HD camera resolution video Torchy Night Vision/Torchy Motion Detection Siren Camera Name As you can see, many of Alfred's own features can also be found here. While the CZ security camera doesn't have an option to alert you only if it detects people, it
allows you to customize motion detection sensitivity, configure it based on a schedule, and even exclude certain areas of the video from triggering the detection alert. Security Camera CZ also has its paid membership that you can sign up for, which costs $6.49/year and allows you to keep your video history for up to 30 days, supports
seamless videos for 30 minutes, and gets rid of in-app ads. This is quite similar to Alfred Premium, with exceptions that Security Camera CZ is much more convenient and does not completely paralyze video resolution for free users. So good, so free If you're put off by the cost of Alfred, Security Camera CZ is absolutely worth checking
out. It has many of the same features as Alfred, with its most significant advantage being the best video quality for users of the free version. However, you can pay to remove ads and get a video history Source: Joe Maring/Android Central All-in-all, both Alfred and Security Camera CZ are solid applications that legitimately turn your old
Android phone into a security camera. The feature set is also quite similar in each service, making it a little difficult to decide which one you should use. Alfred is the most expensive of the group, and the video video with the free version it's pretty disappointing. However, when I'm dealing with something as sensitive as the security
cameras for your home, I have to give Alfred the upper hand here. It boasts a substantially larger number of users, and the company has received some media attention over the years. In comparison, Security Camera CZ is used by far fewer people and is operated by a developer outside the Czech Republic. There's nothing inherently
wrong with this, but if you prefer to rely on a company more publicly addressed for your security needs, Alfred takes the initiative here (not to mention that he has a fairly active forum with Alfred employees active in it). I was pleased with the performance and functionality of both apps, so if you're on a budget and just want something for
basic monitoring of your home, Security Camera CZ is a great choice. The app isn't that pretty and lacks a couple of features compared to Alfred, but considering how well it works without spending a dime, it's pretty damn impressive. I would recommend giving both apps a shot and seeing which one is best suited for you and your needs.
There's nothing to lose, and by trying them yourself, you can get a better idea of how they work in real use. Anyway, you can rest assured that you are making good use of your old Android phones and making your home safer at the same time. Every week, Android Central Podcast offers you the latest tech news, analytics, and hot takes,
with family co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Casts: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We may earn a purchase fee using our links. Learn more. More.
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